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New physics: the heavier & faster

Benchmark NP and its landmarks 

Supersymmetry (stop) & compositeness (t’) 

⇒ address the hierarchy problem

Seesaw mechanism (right handed neutrino, RHN)  

⇒ neutrino mass origin

Two Higgs doublets with/- singlet (extra Higgs bosons)

⇒ address the absence of antibaryon via baryogensis



New physics: the heavier & faster

Towards landmarks @ LHC

LHC is a QCD factory, a sea of 

background jets, which easily 

hides the colored drop, NP signals 

A large MET

To suppress those backgrounds, one usually requires 

unhadronic suppressons such as 

Hard leptons



New physics: the heavier & faster

A hadronic suppresson : fat jets 𝐽𝐹

hadronic & “composite” objects 

could develop distinguishable 

substructures, in SM:

Boosted top quark t(→100%Wb)

Boosted electroweak (EW) vector 

bosons V=Z/W(→~70% jj’)

Boosted Higgs boson h (→bb, 58%)

Heavy 

𝑀𝑋 ~TeV

p p

others

𝐽𝐹 from X decay is highly 

boosted, so 𝐽𝐹 decay 

products are collimated 



Boosted EW vector bosons

A new probe to quasi-natural compressed SUSY

Compressed SUSY: degeneracy between the 

lightest stop and LSP, why?

top carries away 

most momentum

However, detecting very compressed SUSY at 

LHC then becomes difficult….

deplete the number density of bino-like dark matter

via coannihilation, whose annihilation is small

Hide a lighter stop (thus natural SUSY) 

by removing large MET!



Boosted EW vector bosons

A new probe to quasi-natural compressed SUSY

But, (quasi-)natural SUSY has other members

𝑡1 ≈ 𝑡𝑅 degenerate with LSP

A large 𝐴t is favored: enhance 𝑚h

& bosonic decay branching raito

ZK, Jinmian Li & Mengchao Zhang, EPJC 2017

𝑡1 ≈ 𝑡𝐿 would make 
෪𝑏𝐿 excluded   



Boosted EW vector bosons

Decays of ෨𝑄3: bosonic modes 

The bosonic modes can 

easily beat the fermionic 

modes like ෨𝑏1 → 𝑏 ǁ𝜒0

maximal LR stop mixing 

⟺ large 𝐴𝑡

The heavier mother 

particles

ZK, Jinmian Li & Mengchao Zhang, EPJC 2017



Boosted EW vector bosons

A new probe to quasi-natural compressed SUSY

benchmark points @14TeV & 100/fb LHC

ZK, Jinmian Li & Mengchao Zhang, EPJC 2017



Boosted Higgs boson(s)

Why boosted Higgs bosons?

Equilibrium 

theorem

Higgs may be the new physics messenger 

can be violated 

beyond SM

The faster Higgs may signal the higher new physics   

h Z W

Hard leptons but 

with suppressed 

branching ratios

Pure hadronic but 

larger branching 

ratio & 2b-tagging



Boosted Higgs boson(s)

Boosted di-Higgs+MET from seesaw

seesaw with nonsterile RHNs: well motivated in the 

extensions with B-L and LR gauge symmetries

Larger production rate via resonant enhancement

without invoking large left-right neutrino 

mixing which is supposed to be very small

Open TeV seesaw 

region at colliders

ZK, Jinmian Li & Ko.P, PRL,PRD 2016



Boosted Higgs boson(s)

Boosted di-Higgs+MET from seesaw

with 𝑊𝑙 +𝑊ℎ & 

boosted h+ 𝑊𝑙

Same sign dilepton 

becomes inefficient 

for superboosted RHN 

To few TeV @ the 

end of LHC & to 

10TeV @ 100 TeV

pp collider

ZK, Jinmian Li & Ko.P, PRL,PRD 2016



Boosted Higgs boson(s)

Boosted X from the natural NMSSM

A smaller μ= λ𝑣𝑠~O(100)GeV

a smaller tanβ=
𝑣𝑢

𝑣𝑑
~1

a larger λ~1

extra 𝐻1 lighter than 

h(125), to push up 

h(125) via mixing

A model to address the 

unique mass parameter in 

the superpotential of MSSM 

To enhance the SM-like 

Higgs boson mass at 

tree level

Not very heavy!!

𝐻3

h(125)

𝐻1(X)

ZK, Jinmian Li  etc., PRD, 2013



Boosted Higgs boson(s)

Boosting test of the 3 CP-even Higgs bosons

Higgs to Higgs: decay chain 𝐻3→ 𝐻2(125)𝐻1(boosted)

ZK, Jinmian Li  etc., PRD, 2013

Sub TeV 𝐻3 & sub 0.1 TeV 𝐻1
may have good prospect

@ 14TeV 500/fb LHC

The new di-photon excess???



Conclusions

New physics may have been pushed into the

TeV region by the null LHC new physics searches

Then, boosted t/W/Z/h or h(X) may provide signs 

to  those new heavy resonances

Good examples: heavier stops/right-handed 

neutrino/heavy Higgs


